CSAS Powers

Power to issue fixed penalty notices
1. for truancy
2. in respect of an excluded pupil in a public place
3. for cycling on a footpath
4. for dog fouling
5. for graffiti and fly-posting
6. for littering
7. in respect of offences under dog control orders

8. Power to require giving of name and address
9. Power to deal with begging
10. Power to require name and address for anti-social behaviour
11. Power to require name and address for road traffic offences
12. Power to require persons drinking in designated places to surrender alcohol
13. Power to require persons aged under 18 to surrender alcohol
14. Power to seize tobacco from a person aged under 18
15. Power to remove abandoned vehicles
16. Power to stop vehicles for testing
17. Power to stop cycles
18. Power to control traffic for purposes other than escorting a load of exceptional dimensions
19. Power to direct traffic for the purposes of escorting abnormal loads
20. Power to photograph persons away from a police station.
21. Power to issue Penalty Notices for Disorder under Chapter 1 Part 1 of the Criminal Justice and Police Act
22. Possession of cannabis etc
23. Sale of alcohol to children
24. Purchase of alcohol by or on behalf of children.
25. Delivery of alcohol to children or allowing such delivery.
26. Buying or attempting to buy alcohol for consumption on licensed premises etc by a child
27. Breach of fireworks curfew
28. Possession of a category 4 firework
29. Possession by a person under 18 of an adult firework.
30. Supply of excessively loud fireworks
31. Wasting police time, giving false report
32. Using public electronic communications network in order to cause annoyance, inconvenience or needless anxiety
33. Knowingly giving false alarm of fire
34. Causing harassment, alarm or distress
35. Throwing fireworks
36. Supply of adult fireworks without a licence
37. Failure to state/maintain required information when supplying adult fireworks
38. Failure to comply with requirements regarding import of fireworks
39. Consumption of alcohol by children or allowing such consumption
40. Sale of alcohol to a person who is drunk
41. Trespassing on a railway
42. Throwing stones at a train or other things on railways
43. Drinking in a designated public area